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VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT, RESILIENCE 
AUDIT AND SOLAR TOOL  

FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING  

OVERVIEW 
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Climate Risk in the District  
Climate Ready DC 
DC's Climate Future 

• Rising Temperatures & 
Heat 

• Rainfall & Flooding 
• Seal Level Rise & Flooding 

DC's Climate Risks and 
Vulnerabilities 

• Infrastructure  
• Community Resources 
• Vulnerable Populations 
• Natural Resources 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide#2 - Stating the problem: Climate vulnerability in the District�Developed by the DC Department of Energy & the Environment in collaboration with DC agencies and in consultation with expert climate scientists, Climate Ready DC is the District’s strategy to make the city more resilient to future climate change. Experts anticipate DC's Climate future to include the following conditions:• Much warmer average temperatures • Up 2-3 times as many dangerously hot days  (According to Climate Ready DC, " All buildings are assumed to be at risk to extreme heat by 2080 given that current building systems are designed to operate under cooler temperatures.")• Longer, hotter, and more frequent heat waves • More frequent and intense heavy rain events • Higher tides as a result of rising sea levelDC's vulnerabilities for these conditions will include: Infrastructure Failures (Transportation; Energy; Water; CommunicationCommunity Resources ( Impactes on  facilities that provide public services to residents, visitors, and businesses, including public safety, healthcare, and education..)Vulnerable Populations ( elderly adutlts, and groups with limited resources. Ex. Wards 7 and 8 are most vulnerable given high levels of unemployment, poverty, obesity, and asthma, and elderly population )Natural Resources (local ecosystem, species, habitats) �



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #3 –  Climate vulnerability of low income communities in the DistrictOur most vulnerable residents are least able to adapt in a crisis that levels homes, kills electricity and cuts off access to vital services, and thus are least resilient in the face of disasters caused by climate change. Low-income residents have less access to resources to help them recover from flooding or storm damage; In DC, vulnerability to climate change is not evenly distributed. Certain Wards exhibit populations with greater vulnerability based on high rates of unemployment, poverty, obesity, and asthma, as well as a large elderly population. Wards with more economic resources; allowing them to more effiectively respond to disasters, are considered moderately vulnerable. Short-term displacement caused by an emergency event can lead to long-term homelessness;Subsequent business closures can lead to a neighborhood-level economic downturn; furthering negative impact on economically challenged areas;Disruption of community services can lead to an extended loss of service continuity; and impact a community's acces to shelter and hinder public safety.  Climate Ready DC notes that Ward 7 (an area of lower economic resources in the District) is particularly suseptable to these risks, as many local services are located in flood prone areas. 



Multi-Family Housing 
 
“By focusing on the resilience 
of affordable housing, we are 
fulfilling Climate Ready DC’s 
promise to address the risks that 
heatwaves, flooding, and 
severe storms poses for our 
most economically and 
physically vulnerable 
residents. ” 
 

-Tommy Wells, Director  
Department of Energy and 
Environment 
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Presentation Notes
Slide #4 – Climate risks to low income communities and multi-family housing in the DistrictWe know that affordable/MF housing owners/ developers/ property owners face many challenges; and resilience may not be an immediate priority, some of which are:ResourcesRehab schedules & financing structuresAccess to informationMission focused organizations – ex, immediate focus on “putting roofs over people’s heads”  Further, loss of rental income due to evacuation and property damages resulting from emergency events can have a tremendous impact on the ability of housing owners to provide affordable housing. With the increasing frequency of storms, floods and other extreme weather events, the costs associated with not investing in resilience are rising rapidly. Investing in resilience in at-risk communities before disaster strikes is one of the most cost-effective ways to protect residents and property while strengthening their ability to weather the increasingly severe storms ahead.  



 
Establishing The DC Multi-Family  

Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #5 – The solution:  The DC Multi- Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool. The DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool aims to help meet the goals of Climate Ready DC and DC Solar for All by increasing climate resilience in the District, reducing energy use and increasing solar power; all in effort to mitigate the vulnerabilities of low income communities and multi-family housing on the front lines of climate change occurring at a rate faster than ever anticipated.



Resilience is the capacity for 
households, communities, and 
regions to adapt to changing 
conditions and to maintain and 
regain functionality in the face 
of stress or disturbance.      

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #6 – What is Resilience?Resilience is the capacity for households, communities, and regions to adapt to changing conditions and to maintain and regain functionality in the face of stress or disturbance.  The most resilient communities often share certain key characteristics:Redundancies are in place that allow systems to be “backed up” in the case of failure – i.e.  Designing for failureFeedback loops that ensure a community incorporates learned lessons from previous events into future design and development - Communication & feet on the groundStakeholder representation, which ensures that the community’s design and development includes the voices of those who will be living with and/or operating the systems - Elevating community voicesA commitment to social equity and cultural resilience - critical for community connectivity and shared commitment to the community’s success - Community 
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The DC Multi-Family Resilience Assessment Tool 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #7 – Overview: The Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool ProgramWith funding awarded by the D.C. Department of Energy, Enterprise partnered with New Ecology, Inc. (NEI), The National Housing Trust (NHT) and Clean Energy Group (CEG) to create and pilot the nation’s first multi-family housing Resilience and Solar Assessment Tool for affordable housing. The workplan for the program included the following:1. Development: The team developed an assessment and audit tool with input from relevant stakeholders to assessthe vulnerability of public and privately owned affordable housing to the impact ofclimate change and offer suggestions for the resilience upgrades, including capacity forinstallation of solar photovoltaic and solar thermal with energy storage systems;2. Test/Pilot:Team worked with DOEE to identify and assess 20 properties using the Tool; and assessment protocol comprised of:An initial building assessment information collection survey to building owner and operations staff to pre-assess building, schedule assessment, and identify initial building data needs;A historical energy analysis;An on-site walkthrough of each building or development to review existing conditions, collect photo documentation, perform interviews with occupants and operations staff as applicable, and complete the assessment using the Tool;Audit reports were completed for each property assessed, documenting the identified vulnerabilities, hazard mitigation strategies, and approximate implementation costs, and solar and storage sizing analysis;These reports were shared property owners in a dedicated counseling session.3. Feedback Loop /Refinement:After it was complete, the first iteration of the Tool was presented to the DC DOEE and leading District housing stakeholders at the Solar for All Grantee Quarterly Convening;Tool was also reviewed and discussed at regular bi-weekly Team & DOEE meetings; Based on feedback received from partners and  team review, as well as the critical field experience piloting the Tool over several months, refinements were made to the Tool:The customized list of questions on a facility’s vulnerability to climate hazards prevalent in the District;Existing building conditions and considerations noted;Resilience recommendations to protect facilities from risk;General format and functionality of the tool for ease of understanding and efficiency of use;Cost estimates incorporated into the Tool for strategy implementation were obtained through collaboration with affordable housing contractors for strategy implementation. Recent DOEE Solar for All grantee project outcomes informed the assumptions provided for solar investment, and projected benefits and were estimated using the federal investment tax credit.



The DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool 

• Initial building survey and site selection 
• Pre—assessment interview 
• Historical energy analysis 
• On-site vulnerabilities assessment 
• Custom site and property analysis and  
     strategy output  
• Tailored outcome counseling session 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #8 –  A comprehensive best in class assessment tool for Multi-Family housing: The Tool, developed to help housing providers assess their climate vulnerability and create solutions, serves as a guide for a walkthrough audit and staff interview to identify potential resilience preparedness, aging-in-place, healthy housing, energy and water efficiency strategies, and solar & storage opportunities to best protect vulnerable residents and properties in advance of an emergency event, reduce operating costs, and improve building durability.The Tool is intended to help housing providers assess their climate vulnerability and build solutions through this process:Initial building survey and site selection pre-assess building and to request access, schedule assessment, and identify initial additional data and information needs.Pre—assessment interview with property management/ and or owner; Historical energy analysis of the property based on the data received from the owner or operations staff; gather and assess all other available data on the buildings from any previous capital needs assessment, energy audits, drawing and on the documents that are available;On-site vulnerabilities assessment of each building or development to review existing conditions, collect documentation, perform interviews with occupants and operations staff as applicable;Custom site and property analysis and prioritized strategy output using assessment Tool; shared back with property via audit reports for each property assessed, documenting the identified vulnerabilities, hazard mitigation strategies, and approximate implementation costs, solar and storage sizing, and cost-benefit analysis;Tailored feedback shared through post-assessment dedicated counseling session with building owner and opera orator.In consideration of property budgets, tailored resilience mitigation strategies and priorities of building owners, the goal for the Tool and this process is to provide significant and practical recommendations on resilience upgrades and climate mitigation.



The DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool 

Develop                          Test                          Refine   
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Slide #9 - Tool Development - Team collaborated with experts in the field to build and refine a best in class comprehensive resilience assessment:Resilience recommendations within the Tool are derived from the Enterprise Community Partners, Inc. Strategies for Multifamily Building Resilience manual and several recommended strategies support criteria compliance for Enterprise Green Communities 2015 certification, and incorporated Climate Ready DC's target strategies including DC Solar for All Objectives, for buildings, including:A focus on back-up power, which can be supplied by a combination of generators, solar and battery storage; Solar feasibility inline with DC's Solar for All to expand solar energy, &  provide benefits to low-income resident; Improved thermal safety of buildings to increase resilience to extreme heat, especially in the event of a power outage;Energy & water efficiency;Flood mitigationThe Tool was presented to the DC DOEE and leading District housing stakeholders at the Solar for All Grantee Quarterly Convening on January 18, 2018; andBased on feedback from these parties, internal team review and discussion, team refined the Tool’s customized list of questions to ascertain the facility’s vulnerability to climate hazards prevalent in the District and refined the associated recommendations to protect facilities from risk;DOEE Solar for All grantee project outcomes informed the assumptions provided for solar investment, and projected benefits and were estimated using the federal investment tax credit;To further the Tool’s impact and provide support towards implementation, a solar feasibility and cost matrix is incorporated as part of the assessment along with specific construction estimates for each strategy and an orientation to available funding sources; 



 
The DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar 

Assessment Tool: How It Works 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #5 – The solution:  The DC Multi- Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool. The DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool aims to help meet the goals of Climate Ready DC and DC Solar for All by increasing climate resilience in the District, reducing energy use and increasing solar power; all in effort to mitigate the vulnerabilities of low income communities and multi-family housing on the front lines of climate change occurring at a rate faster than ever anticipated.



The DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool 

Tab 1 Tab 1: 
Project  
Information   
 

Tab 2: 
Resilience 
Assessment 

Tab 3: 
Strategies  
 

Tab 4: 
Energy &  
Water 
 

Tabs 5a&b:  
Solar PV Feasibility  
& Cash Flow 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #10 –  Format of Assessment Tool (Layout of Tool)The Assessment Tool itself is built as an easily accessible Excel spreadsheet template.The template is broken into 6 tab categories that build off input for each from left to right:Tab 1: Includes instructions for the tool, and seeks basic contact information, building information, and  resilience goals.Tab 2: Asks input about existing conditions of the building and building population during a building walk-through with property manager/ maintenance staff, and a place for interview questions with the property manager and Executive Director.  Tab 3:  Provides recommended strategies in the following categoires will autopopulate in Tab 3 based on inputs in previous tabs;ResilienceAging-in-placeHealthy housingEnergy and water efficiency Tab 4: Asks for utility rates and annual utility consumption.Tab 5a & 5b: If recommended as a strategy in Tab 3 (based on assessment and building information), Asks user to provide PV layout and system capacity and production estimate, and provides solar PV Cash flow, for an estimate of solar PV costs and savings under and ownership model.



The DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool 

Tab 1 

Answer  
Y/N/NA  
during walk 
through. 

Review, select and 
describe property's 
resilience strategies. 
 

Enter 
building 
utility rates 
and 
consumption 
info. 
 

Complete solar PV  
Layout and capacity;  
and review projected   
Estimates. 

Read instructions 
& input building 
info. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #11 – Assessment Tool Function (Actions for user)Tab 1:  This instructional cover page includes an introduction and instructions that orient the user on the potential use cases of the Tool, its functionality, and how it may be used; and asks for user to complete the basic contact information, building information, and  resilience goals.Tab 2:  Answer the yes/no/maybe/NA questions based on building conditions as you walk through the building with the property manager or head of maintenance, and complete the questions in the second portion of Tab 2 as an interview with the property manager and Executive Director.  Tab 3:  The meat! This tab provides recommended strategies in the following categories that will auto populate based on inputs in previous tabs:ResilienceAging-in-placeHealthy housingEnergy and water efficiency User then selects whether each strategy will be applied to this project, providing a narrative description of where and how each selected strategy will be implemented, and identifying an estimated quantity, unit type, and unit cost for each selected strategy.  Where applicable, available funding and financing streams will be shown for recommended strategies.  This information should be used to help prioritize which strategies are low- or no-cost options as you plan implementation work.Tab 4: Enter the basic building information, utility rates, and annual utility consumption and complete the inputs for each energy conservation measure line in the associated table within the tab to generate rough estimates of energy efficiency and cost savings potential at the property.Tab 5a & 5b: If recommended as part of auto populated Strategies in Tab 3, here is where the user completes solar PV layout and system capacity and production estimate in PVWatts, Helioscope, or equivalent tool.  Complete Tab 5a - Solar PV Feasibility using preliminary solar PV system values.  See Tab 5b - Solar PV Cash flow, for an estimate of solar PV costs and savings under and ownership model.         Note: Recent DOEE Solar for All grantee project outcomes informed the assumptions provided for solar investment, and projected benefits and were estimated using the federal investment tax credit.
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The DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #12 – Assessment Pilots  (Testing the Tool)Through outreach to industry stakeholders, the project team established a pipeline of properties in the District to pilot the Tool, which included a variety of property types in an effort to assess a range of unique building conditions and needs. DC Housing Authority properties as well as private affordable housing developments were included.  The pilot properties were of a variety building sizes, serve a wide range of resident populations, were at divergent phases in their life-cycle, and including scattered site, mid-rise and high-rise buildings.A total of 20 properties in DC were assessed as part of the pilot program: Collected initial building information surveys;Analyzed historical energy data;Conducted on-site solar readiness and resilience assessments;Produced twenty assessment reports, each tailored for the property in question; documenting the property vulnerabilities identified in the assessment, relevant hazard mitigation strategies, approximate implementation costs, solar and storage sizing, and cost-benefit analysis, and recommended property resilience upgrades;



 

 

The DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool 

Pilot Case Study 
 
Development located in Anacostia 
Neighborhood of Washington, D.C. 
Year Built: 1963 
Most Recent Year Rehabbed: 2000 
Total Square Feet: 118,716 
Total # Apartments: 202 
Total # Stories: 2 and 3 
Water Meter Configuration: 1 meter per 
building Electric Meter Configuration: 
220 tenant, 16 common meters 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #13 – Assessment Pilots - Case StudyWashington DC Multi-Family Building :Project team conducted an onsite walkthrough of the development to visually identify critical risks; 



 

 

The DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool 

Assessment Focus: 
 
• Historical impact of storms, 

flooding and  
     extreme heat and cold events; 
• Identify energy & water 

efficiency, and solar  
     and storage potential; 
• Historical utility consumption. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #14 – Assessment Pilots - Case StudySlide provides a broad overview of focus areas of assessment based on initial building information provided and data collected.



 

 

The DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool 

Resilience Opportunities/ Hazards Identified 
 
• Stormwater management 
• Flooding 
• Mold 
• Extreme heat 
• Sewer backup 
• Electric & water outages  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #15 – Assessment Pilots - Case StudySlide provides a broad overview of risks determined from the assessment findings.



 

 

The DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool 

Recommended Measures to Improve 
Resilience  
 
• Elevate equipment (protection from flood) 
• Mold remediation  
• Surface stormwater management  
• Cool roof (protect from extreme heat & electric 

outage) 
• Access to potable water (protect from 

water outage) 
• Develop Emergency Management Plan 
• Add high efficiency local ventilation 
• Install PV system (offset common electric load) 

with small scale battery backup (protect from 
electric outage) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #16 – Assessment Pilots - Case StudySlide provides a broad overview of  resilience mitigation and protection priorities obtain from the assessment process.



 

 

The DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool 

Estimated Resilience Upgrade Costs  
 
• Elevate equipment - $50,000 
• Mold remediation - $75,000 
• Surface stormwater management - $165,000 
• Cool roof - $225,000 
• Develop Emergency Management Plan – 

O&M 
• Add high efficiency local ventilation - $1,315, 

000 
• Install PV system with small scale battery 

backup -  
     Funding source information provided 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #13 – Assessment Pilots - Case StudyWe're aware that this property has incorporated implementation of some of their tailored resilience mitigation strategies as an outcome of the assessment pilot into the scope of work of a previously scheduled property renovation; better preparing their residents and buildings in the event of a climate event and demonstrating that this process provided valuable resilience awareness to the multi-family building owner.
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The DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool 

Best in Class Resilience & Solar Assessment: 
 
• Refined building conditions and resilience strategy outputs  
      applicable to the District and affordable housing industry 
• Solar Feasibility 
• Cost Matrix 
• Construction Estimates 
• Available Funding Sources 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #18 – Learnings & RefinementThe Tool was revised based on our experiences piloting Resilience and Solar Audits.  The final version of the Tool  embodies a refined, best in class comprehensive resilience assessment.To further the Tool’s impact and provide support towards implementation:Refined strategies and building considerations ( as mentioned above as part of feedback loop with industry and group collaboration to best suit the District and the affordable housing sectorA solar feasibility and cost matrix is incorporated as part of the assessment;Specific construction estimates for each strategy;Orientation to available funding sources.



DC Multi-Family Resilience & Solar Assessment Tool 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide #15 - Recap The development and pilot of the Tool built awareness of how to assess multi-family property climate vulnerabilities and opportunities to increase resilience in the affordable housing sector through the direct assessment work with District property owners and involving key stakeholders throughout the Tool building process; ANDEnables capacity building of District multi-family owners to identify property vulnerabilities and increase resilience to climate change in areas focused on specific vulnerabilities identified in DC via research behind Climate Ready DC.



 

 

Phase II: Looking Ahead with Resilience 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Slide #16 – Looking Ahead / Phase IIPutting the tool to action with real time pilot assessments identified opportunities to create more impact with the program. The team is now focused on the following opportunities to scale the Assessment Tool work as part of a Phase II collaboration with DOEE in effort to institutionalize the use of the Tool within the affordable housing sector in the District in order to ensure that more multifamily housing properties are able to evaluate their solar potential and to increase their resilience to climate change; specifically:   Provide education & training for effective use of the tool;Work with pilot participants and generate a feedback loop about assessment experience, to refine the process to better meet the needs of the affordable housing industry;House the Tool in an accessible and easy to utilize;Work with industry levers to bring assessment and implementation resources to properties in need; 



August 2018 

See The District of Columbia’s Plan to Adapt to  
a Changing Climate: https://doee.dc.gov/climateready 
 
Solar Can be FREE in DC!  
To learn more, visit: https://doee.dc.gov/solarforall 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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